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“A must-read publication for anyone suffering from chronic pain” But he offers practical steps to get
relief.and will be offering a groundbreaking, 30-day, grain-free diet to help you heal yourself from the
within out.More than 100 million Us citizens suffer from chronic pain, according to an Institute of Medicine
statement released in 2011. For most, chronic pain is section of an autoimmune disease, but frequently
doctors convert to the same answer: painkilling medicines. But all of this medication simply isn’ In No
Grain, No Pain, Dr. Peter Osborne, the best authority on gluten sensitivity and food allergies has found, the
real solution often lies in everything you eat.t supporting, so when Dr. Osborne displays how grains wreak
havoc on the body by causing tissue inflammation, creating supplement and mineral deficiencies, and
triggering an autoimmune response that triggers the body to attack itself. (Sara Gottfried, MD), No Grain,
No Discomfort demonstrates the proven hyperlink between a gluten-heavy diet and chronic discomfort and
soreness— Using his drug-free, easy-to-implement plan, it is possible to eliminate all resources of gluten and
gluten-like chemicals, experience significant improvement in fifteen days, and eliminate discomfort within
thirty days.specifically, grain— The initial book to identify diet— Predicated on extensive study and good
examples culled from a large number of his satisfied patients, Dr.as a leading reason behind chronic
suffering, Zero Grain, No Pain gives you the knowledge you need to improve your health. Osborne
recommends changing your daily diet to achieve the relief that millions of Americans have already been
seeking once and for all, leading to a healthier, happier life.
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 No hyperbole; Dr O was the only person who reassured me through his postings that I possibly could turn
the problem around, easily just paid attention. Reverse cancer, cardiovascular disease etc Pain free for
everyone Dr. I started following the strategy,and eliminated all grains, all grain family members, pseudo
grains and related products such as for example corn and soy, removed GMOs, antibiotic/hormone items,
and started acquiring the regimine of nutritional supplements the author recommended. I created trigeminal
neuralgia, ataxia, speech complications, horrible confusion, congitive problems, often getting lost when
going a mile from your home and had begun suffering from debilitating fibro and joint discomfort - all after
diagnosis and pretty much, all at the same time. In short, I was completely incapacitated. Dr O's tips on
quitting all grains bought me a marked improvement, but nonetheless, I wasn't in a position to function and
still, I suffered from a dropped of cognitive capability and that awful confusion. True to his term, after
keeping my diet very strict for some time, I realized I did so react to plenty of seeds and other activities that
I had seen no one, but him talk about as a caution to Celiac patients. It was a nightmare that seemed
hopeless, and Iwas desperate... they could put me on permanent disability and tons of meds,which to me,
didn't seem like a plan. I first found him after being identified as having Celiac Disease about six years back.
I continued to struggle with confusion for about 6-9 months, but could hide it sufficiently that I could
function within my new job, which was pretty complex. Noticed some improvement, but not more than
enough to get me back to function. Osborne. my snarky doctors paid by my insurance don't want to do them.
Here six years afterwards, I am doing exceptionally well and though, I did not really learn that I needed to
be yeast free of charge though Dr O, I credit him completely with helping me get everything else that
allowed me to recuperate in range. I hadn't noticed it, but I had created a sensitivity to chlorine just as he
said might happen and getting rid of it made an enormous difference. Saw even more improvement, but still
not enough to reunite up on my feet. Still experienced horrible confusion and that ever present ataxia and
joint pain. This book has changed and saved my life! Yeast - glucose, caffeine, vinegars and ALL dairy -
went of my diet plan and remarkably, within a few weeks I was suddenly ready to go back to work. So, I did
so and most dairy went out of my diet. Better than expected Very great information I do okay with sugars,
caffeine and dairy right now as long as I space them out rather than overdo at anybody time - little
quantities. I sleep well. I discovered a lot about why grain can be poor. I also limit my diary to hard aged
cheeses and Greek Yogurt and if I must, only Entire Organic Milk. No more than one cup of coffee a time
and only a few times weekly. Began filtering all my drinking water. It's been an incredible journey and
thusfar, forget about immune disorder diagnoses no, under no circumstances any meds. Highly recommend
reading.I did discover that you can't "fudge" with this. I've learned to make things much easier for myself by
having cooking weekends when I cook several large pots of stews, sauces, casseroles, etc and freeze for the
month then, simply reheat when I go back home at night. It works for me personally and I am most grateful
and grateful to Dr O for teaching me how to look after myself when nobody else had as much as a
suggestion - apart from permanent disability and continuing deterioration. Miracle Cure for Pain! It Really
DOES Work! Finally found assist in defeating that whenever I stumbled across info on gluten ataxia in
general.spent about five years in disability and fallen right into a pretty routine cycle of doing work for
about a year I've barely gotten into this examine, but can attest to the value of this book for the reason that
I've followed Dr Osborne on FB for several years, now. simply no exaggeration. I got spent the last a long
time progressively deteriorating in my health, with severe back problems, generalized pain, what I believed
was globalized arthritic onset, IBS, serious erosive GERD, agonizing discomfort, the inability to be on my
feet and walking (exercise) more than 5-6 hours a day time, and headaches. THEREFORE I have been
following plan religiously, and now have significantly more energy than I've had in 20 years (I am 62). The
pain was just obtaining unbearable. I was acquiring multiple prescription discomfort pains, asprin, and rest
agents each day. It got so very bad, I started having toxic reactions to the medications and nearly
unintentionally poisoned myself. It was very scary (appeared I was reacting alive itself) and with no solid



tips from my doctors, who repeatedly explained I had various other immune disorders that just weren't yet
recognizable, that I acquired to wait until I deteriorated more than enough because of their proper diagnosis
therefore. I had currently tried each and every diet and system under the sun, and nothing at all relieved the
agony. I was depressed, lethargic and constantlyhurting simply trying to activate in daily activities. Then I
came across this book and it appeared interesting, therefore i ordered it. Upon diagnosis, I was ecstatic just
to have one and fell into the recommended diet immediately and incredibly diligently, but went right into a
downward spiral irrespective of following all the guidelines, and no you can tell me why. After that, such as
a miracle, WITHIN 4 Times, I started tofeel better, then much better, then NO PAIN (not really a decrease,
but NO PAIN). The generalized swelling had simply dissipated. I haven't evenneeded 1 asprin. I had been
told that if you possess Celiac disease, eating any of the prohibited products is the same as ingesting
something you are violently allergic to. Kaiser had been pathetically useless in providing an amelioration for
my condition, apart from to have finally tested and affirmed that I've Celiac Disease (which I had simply
thought was a current trend for hypochondriacs). I can go all day without becoming fatigued; My brain has
been clear and memory provides improved impressively. I am gaining a growing number of strength each
day. Peter Osborne can be writing from vast experience and testing to give each person personal cause and
effect resolutions. Except for vinegars. limitless energy. Also in my own family is normally osteoporosis. I
wasted period with them. I could go for hours rather than even think about meals (unless I neglect to take the
beverage before I go out). I am person who eats no processed food items, cooks everything I placed into my
mouth myself and limitations eating out to 1-2x a year. I chose one night that one slice of sour dough with
sliced tomatoes one night time wouldn't hurt much. VERY WRONG. That next morning, I woke up feeling
like I had the remnants of a hang-over. Won' make that mistake again.I can't recommend this publication
highly more than enough. For generations, my children has been plagued with diagnoses of arthritis and
even more that is related to concealed or delayed food allergies. Just lots of supplements! Highly
recommended Amazing and his program is indeed easy to follow. Strongly suggested for those with a
persistent or autoimmune disease. I had been sick for approximately 18 years before analysis, spent about
five years on disability and fallen into a pretty program cycle of working for about a year, year and a half,
being too unwell to work for about a 12 months alternately. The depression is completely gone, and
Personally i think in good spirts all day. Good for everyone to read and consider for their life options. How
to avoid nutrient deficiencies Love the Book Very informative. I like his explanations and detail to the
topics. Vinegars will never come back bc they tripped my ataxia and misunderstandings therefore quickly
and it takes weeks to get it back into control. IN THIS MANNER OF LIVING IS A GODSEND FOR
MANY Haven't bought book - yet. I will in an instant. My older sister will not eat grains and feels gentle to
significant symptoms when she will. My various other sister doesn't eat very much. Book Very informative.
At the fairly young age of 51, I have it in my own spine (all of it) alongside numerous additional joints. I
start each day with a PALEO diet drink of a proteins powder item (egg white and beef powder), a scoop of
supergreen health supplement, and the vitamin supplements. I understand for a fact that eliminating or
drastically reducing causes of in-body inflammation is THE WAY TO GO in order to significantly reduce
CHRONIC pain. Yes, milk (marketed widely for bone wellness) is a Reason behind both (alongside grain
and meals sensitivities that also cause inflammation are the cause. Unfortunately, just entering menopause, I
honestly feel that I won't have the ability to avoid osteoporosis and it scares the shit out of me. Not eating
grain, or carrying out the AutoImmune (AIP) "diet" are both very expensive means of eating and I have
extreme money problems. I feel confident in telling people that hidden food allergies will be the causes of
both. Top quality used book. The lacking piece to recuperating my wellness at age 31 Amidst pouring over
what could be causing my outward indications of SEVERE acid reflux that intensified following the
removal of my gallbladder, I found Dr. Paid attention a bit much longer and all chemical substances went
out of my life. So much of what he stated resonated and aligned with my diet plan that have led me to my



present day conditions. His work kept coming up alongside my symptoms research which led me to get the
book and follow him on the web. I want I had go through this publication in college to have saved my
gallbladder, however you will find this book helpful if you are ill no matter what. I feel many other doctors
dismiss grains from becoming considered dangerous to health. You can be skeptical but then when you
follow the guidelines you will see your symptoms disappearing. The two advices from the reserve I found
difficult to accomplish were 1) initially when I read the reserve, my digestion was so horrible and
esophagitis was so bad I could not really follow the eating plan. I was even more in a whole chicken broth
and veggie stage. Also, I couldn't tolerate beef at all. But that was me. Second, the checks he says to require
are hard to obtain. I started making all my own home and personal maintenance systems. Then, I don't get
the insulin/sugars spike any more, and I do not get food cravings. and money. Don't be a skeptic. Pay
attention to his advice. Good used book. After all, people take anti-inflammatory medicines which only
make the drug companies feel better. Pleased with this purchase. I stayed totally yeast free for approximately
a year and a half then, bought slightly of each of those things back in not a lot of quantities.
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